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Abstract

Malware threats are rapidly evolving to use more sophisticated attacks. By abusing rich application APIs such as Objective-C’s, they are able to gather information about user activity, launch background processes without the user’s knowledge as well as perform other malicious activities. In some cases, memory forensics is the only way to recover artifacts related to this malicious activity, as is the case with memory-only execution. The introduction of the Rosetta 2 on the Apple M1 introduces a completely new attack surface by allowing binaries of both Intel x86_64 and ARM64 architecture to run in userland. For this reason it is important that forensic analysis tools are able to properly identify indicators of malicious activity in a memory sample as well as include support for new platforms as soon as possible. In this paper, I present a memory analysis of the Rosetta 2 runtime using the Volatility Framework, a set of curated memory samples to help validate Volatility plugins and algorithms, and discuss new contributions to the Volatility support of the M1 platform.
Chapter 1. Introduction

The primary objective of this research is to contribute to the capabilities of memory forensics techniques on the new Apple M1 ARM-based chip.

1.1. Memory Forensics

Memory forensics is a set of tools and techniques used to perform analysis on volatile memory (RAM) usually during an incident response investigation or for research purposes. It is a powerful tool for any digital forensic analyst because it provides unparalleled insight into a computer’s state at the time the memory capture is taken. With memory forensics it is possible to recover artifacts such as running processes and recently-terminated processes, active network connections, open files, registry information, and much more. In some cases, such as when dealing with memory-only malware or encrypted code and data, memory analysis is the only way to perform a complete investigation of that system.

Once a memory sample is acquired, a tool capable of parsing that information and extracting the data is necessary in order to perform the analysis. The Volatility Framework for memory forensics is the most widely used tool by cybersecurity professionals to analyze memory samples. With malware threats becoming more sophisticated every day, it is imperative that an analysis framework like Volatility is capable of supporting new platforms as soon as possible. This research is focused on the Volatility Framework and aims to expand Volatility’s support of the new Apple M1 chip by producing memory samples that can be tested against to update the existing plugins and introduce new plugins.

A real-life example of where memory forensics would be necessary in an investigation would be in the case of Duqu [19]. The threat actor group Duqu is known for being behind one of the most sophisticated malware attacks back in 2011 and 2015. In 2015 Duqu 2.0 was found by Kaspersky Labs during an internal sweep. It is a worm very similar to Stuxnet’s, which took down Iranian nuclear plants in 2007, but with a more selective means of propagation. One of the reasons it was very difficult to detect is that both of
its payloads, a backdoor and a fully-featured Command & Control platform, were entirely in-memory. Another example is when dealing with attacks that leverage Cobalt Strike, a security tool used for emulating adversary attacks on the network. Cobalt Strike often gets abused by real attackers, and all of its payloads are launched memory-only from the operator’s system to the victim’s [23].

1.2. The Apple M1

In November 2020 Apple announced their transition to a processor based on the ARM64 architecture and introduced the M1, also commonly known as Apple Silicon. The M1 is considered a system on a chip, as it integrates several components into a single chip, including a unified memory architecture which, among other components, greatly helps increase its performance [8]. According to Apple’s press release about the M1 in November 2020, the original M1 had the world’s best CPU performance per Watt, the world’s fastest integrated graphics, a dedicated machine learning engine, and much more. In October 2021, Apple introduced the M1 Pro and M1 Max that are even more powerful with features up to a 10-core CPU, 32-core GPU, and 64GB of unified memory [9]. Now, in March 2022, they have announced the M1 Ultra, which can be configured with up to 128GB of high-bandwidth, low-latency unified memory that can be accessed by the 20-core CPU, 64-core GPU, and 32-core Neural Engine [11]. Needless to say, the M1 has a lot of potential in terms of technology and appears to be on the way to becoming a commercial success.

However, this transition from an Intel x86-64 architecture to ARM64 introduced several changes to the software landscape within the Apple ecosystem, the biggest one being that most of the software that was previously available on Intel-based computers not being compatible with the new ARM architecture. To address this compatibility issue, Apple also introduced the Rosetta 2 runtime. Rosetta 1 came out in 2006 when Apple first switched from PowerPC to Intel architecture, and now Rosetta 2 is available in this new transition[5]. Rosetta is software that acts as a translation layer between two architectures. It is included in the operating system when they are working on transitioning to a new
chip, and it eventually gets phased out. The idea is that once an x86 binary is run on the M1, the Rosetta 2 daemon launches and performs the translation at runtime. While there is still not much public information about its inner workings, I will talk about some of its technical details in Chapter 3.

1.3. Research Importance

There are a few reasons why investigation of Rosetta 2 from a memory forensics perspective is relevant. The first is that the Rosetta 2 layer’s ability to run x86 binaries potentially introduces a new attack surface for malware on top of expanding the previous one. This occurs as all previous malware samples and techniques are potentially reusable on M1 without modification from their Intel-compiled form. At this time there are not much deep technical research published given how new both M1 and Rosetta 2’s technology are, so it is important to try to better understand what the risks associated with introducing this surface is. I will go more in depth about this issue in the background section. Second – historically speaking, memory forensics research has mostly focused on detecting and analyzing kernel-level malware, leaving the userland side relatively unattended. With vendors increasingly restricting access to kernel-level functionalities, targeting userland activities becomes more attractive for malware developers. This alone warrants a dedicated research effort to expand the support for analysis of new platforms [16]. This becomes clear in Chapter 3 where I go over the necessary preparations on the system to test the common API functions used in Objective-C. The final reason is that memory forensics is used on a daily basis to respond to real-world incidents that greatly affect the privacy and security of users and organizations as well as in a variety of legal settings. For this reason, it is imperative that memory forensics tools be tested and validated as thoroughly as possible for all situations for which the tools may be used. During this research process, programs were developed that attempted to abuse APIs available on Intel systems for malicious tasks, such as keylogging and clipboard manipulation, to see if the same APIs were available and functional through Rosetta 2. Where available and functional, these APIs immediately
become usable for malware targeting M1s without extra research by the malware authors. This threat also highlights the important of our M1-specific research.

To achieve the desired goals of this research project, the first step was to assess what existing tools are currently able to detect and analyze malware on this platform, as well as to determine where to aim future research efforts. By using our developed suite of proof-of-concept malware, memory forensics researchers can test precise techniques against M1 devices.

1.4. Outline

This paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 covers the Background, which will go more in depth on the Volatility Framework for memory forensics, the current state of memory forensics on the M1, discuss previous work that explains the focus of this paper on userland malware, and give more detail on how the Rosetta 2 translation layer works. In Chapter 3 I will outline in detail how the environment was setup for this work and how memory samples were acquired from the M1 system. Chapter 4 covers the API tests that were done and the analysis of Rosetta and discuss them. Chapter 5 covers other contributions done in parallel to this work. Lastly, chapter 6 concludes this work and will and talk about future works.
Chapter 2. Background and Related Works

This chapter will go into detail on the related works that were relevant to this research, as well as provide an overview for the concepts that are necessary to understand this work.

2.1. Volatility Framework Overview

The Volatility Framework for memory forensics is a free and open-source collection of tools that is widely used by professionals in the cybersecurity industry. It is implemented in Python 2.7, and its primary focus is on forensics, incident response, and malware analysis [21]. The book Art of Memory Forensics by Ligh et al. [21] is the primary reference guide for Volatility and memory forensics. Published in 2014, it provides the necessary background information on system internals concepts necessary for doing memory analysis as well as explains how most of the Volatility plugins work. The book contains individual sections dedicated to Windows, Linux, and Mac which go over the specific details for how each set of plugins work with their respective operating systems.

One relevant feature about Volatility is the ability for any user to expand on the framework through the development of plugins. Volatility parses the memory sample, and each plugin is a different program that extracts specific information from a memory dump, such as process lists and trees, active network connections and ports, open files and their respective processes, and much more. Plugins are also able to scan the memory sample for known data structures, strings, encrypted data, YARA signatures, as well as dump processes and files carved from memory. However in order to develop a plugin with these capabilities, it is necessary to have a set of trusted memory samples that are known to have the artifacts the plugin will be looking for in order to validate whether they’re working properly or not. One of the main goals of this work is to generate a set of samples containing M1-related artifacts that will be used to test both new and modified plugins for the platform.
2.2. Memory Forensics on Intel-based macOS

Historically, memory forensics research has focused on detecting and analyzing kernel-level malware [16]. The kernel is an interesting target for malware as it provides the high privilege to control system functionality. For this reason, operating system developers and security researchers are constantly looking to increase kernel security. This focus on kernel security led to userland attacks becoming much more attractive to malware authors as the security research and development on that space have not been met with equal effort, leading to a gap in analysis tools capable of detecting malware functioning in that space. Case et al. [16] published a paper in 2016 describing a new suite of Volatility plugins capable of detecting Objective-C methods that are commonly abused by malware in macOS memory. Later in 2019, Manna et al. [22] expanded on Case’s work and did a more in-depth analysis of the Objective-C runtime and its related data structures. Both these papers served as a foundation for selecting the Objective-C API class functions that will be used to generate the memory samples for validation testing. I will talk more about them in Chapter 4.

2.3. M1 Analysis

Prior to the start of our research efforts for the M1, there still had not been many deep technical analyses performed on the new architecture, given how new it is to the market. Below is a discussion of work most closely related to this research.

2.4. Memory Forensics on M1-based macOS

Previous work by Joshua Duke done in 2021 [17] did an extensive analysis on all the standard macOS Volatility plugins. Duke’s work ran the plugins on the M1 and documented any differences in their output or errors that occurred because of the new architecture. With this information, the Volatility developers are able to make the necessary fixes to the existing plugins.
2.4.1. Other M1 Research Efforts

Other notable related works include a presentation by researchers from Corellium at BlackHat 2021 about their efforts to reverse engineer the M1 at the hardware level [28], and a presentation by researchers from ZecOps at the Objective By the Sea conference on M1 exploitation methods [4].

2.5. Rosetta 2

As previously mentioned, when Apple introduced the M1 they also released a new version of their Rosetta translation layer, Rosetta 2. The goal for Rosetta 2 is to ease the transition to Apple silicon by allowing software that ran on the previous architecture to run on the M1 while their developers worked on a universal binary or native version of the app [10].

There are currently two ways to run Intel binaries on the M1: through Universal 2 binary, or through Rosetta 2. The Universal 2 binary is a Mach-O file, the standard executable format for Apple operating systems, and it contains code for both architectures. The source code is compiled twice, once for each architecture, and then combined into a single binary with the `lipo` command line tool [12]. Then there’s Rosetta 2. According to the Apple documentation, Rosetta can translate most Intel-based apps except for any kernel extensions and Virtual Machine apps that virtualize x86_64, such as VMware [10].

As far as research goes, Project Champollion by Koh M. Nakagawa [20] is the closest analysis done to this work. Nakagawa decided to explore Rosetta 2 as a potential attack surface for exploitation and wrote a deep analysis in a series of blog posts entitled “Project Champollion”. His efforts outline the internal structures for the Rosetta 2 runtime and his contributions include a patch for the Ghidra decompiler [24] to be able to correctly parse AOT files, as Apple’s implementation of ARM64 has been slightly modified [14].

AOT stands for Ahead-of-Time translation because the x86_64 binary is translated into a special type Mach-O file with the extension `.aot` before running [15, 20]. Nakagawa
discovered that the daemon that handles the translation process is called oahd and is invoked when the Intel binary tries to execute. oahd will check in the /var/db/oah directory whether there already exists an AOT file for that specific binary. This directory is protected by Apple’s System Integrity Protection (SIP) [7] and cannot be accessed directly by any user until SIP is turned off. If a binary is running for the first time this translation will be performed prior to its execution by the oahd-helper, which will translate Intel code into ARM code and write it to the AOT file [20].
Chapter 3. Memory Acquisition and Environment Setup

Now we will go over the specific tools that were used, as well as explain how the environment was set up for this research.

3.1. Memory Acquisition

This was one of the more difficult parts of the setup stage. The main component necessary to perform memory analysis is getting a memory sample from the target system. On Intel-based systems there are two main methods an investigator may use to acquire the memory for analysis. The first is through virtualization software (a.k.a. virtual machines or VMs) such as VMWare or Parallels, which allow for snapshots of the guest operating system to be taken and those include a file with the memory contents. The second is using a software-based acquisition tool that is installed on the host and is able to dump the physical memory that is visible by the operating system.

Unfortunately at this time neither VMware nor Parallels are able to fulfill our needs for analysis. Memory analysis requires VMs to be able to be suspended and take system snapshots, and neither feature is currently available for the M1. VMware Fusion is only available in a beta state and might not have a stable version available until later in Spring 2022, and Parallels, which has a stable release for M1, does not allow suspending and snapshotting guests [18, 1, 26]. It appears this will change in the future, but this means that for the time being we need a different option.

The alternative was to resort to a software-based acquisition tool. Our group was provided with a temporary license to use Surge Collect Pro [29], which can successfully generate the memory samples needed from the M1 system. I would like to thank Volexity for kindly providing a temporary license to the full software. This research would not have been possible without it as all of the memory samples used in this work are taken directly from the host machine. No VMs were used in this part of the research.
3.2. Environment Setup

The main system used for analysis was a 2021 Apple 24-inch iMac, running macOS 12.1 Monterey on the M1 chip, with 16GB of memory and 1TB of storage. The code development portion was done and also tested on a 2019 Apple MacBook Pro, running macOS 12.1 Monterey on an 8-core Intel Core i9.

Development work was required for this project. All of the Objective-C binaries that will be described in the next chapter were built and tested with XCode v13.2.1 on the 2019 Intel Macbook Pro.

In order to run Surge Collect Pro, a custom kernel extension (kext) had to be installed on the machine. Kexts are bundles that have the elevated privileges to perform low-level tasks in the kernelspace [13]. Surge would not have access to the system’s physical memory otherwise, and the extension is provided with it. However, as of macOS 11 and later, loading a kernel extension requires the user to boot into Recovery Mode, set the security level to Reduced security, and allow the loading of third-party kexts. After rebooting, the user also has to give permissions under the Security and Privacy System Settings to allow the kext to be loaded by the system, and then reboot again [13]. This process can also be performed at scale in enterprises through the use of MDM software. Once the Surge kext has been loaded, its command line tool provides a very easy method for acquiring memory from the system.

```
rmetti@b3c-a6-f6-62-d3-ef:~$ ./surge-collect $surgepw ~/Desktop
Password: Volexiy Surge Collect Pro Memory Acquisition Utility
Version 22.01.15
https://www.volexiy.com
(C) 2016-2022 Volexiy, Inc. All rights reserved

Loaded kernel extension v3.21.18 at /Library/Extensions/Surge.kext
Creating volume /Users/rmetti/Desktop/cyber15.cct.lsu.edu/20220323133539
Starting time: Wed Mar 23 13:35:34 2022 CDT
Minutes: 1
Hostname: cyber15.cct.lsu.edu
System uptime: 30h3h2h1h1
Collecting 15.1G of physical memory
100% [================================] 15.1GB 1.26GB/s
Ending time: Wed Mar 23 13:58:47 2022 CDT
Elapsed time: 12.729s
```

Figure 3.1. Figure shows Surge Collect Pro getting a memory sample from the M1 host

Next, we need to install Rosetta 2 as it does not come pre-installed with macOS. Once
a user attempts to run an Intel binary for the first time, they will be prompted to install it.

![Rosetta 2 installation prompt](https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT211861)

**Figure 3.2.** Rosetta 2 installation prompt (Source: https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT211861)

Lastly, we also needed to disable SIP as it protects the oah folder that contains the AOT files. SIP restricts access to certain system directories even by the root user, only allowing processes signed by Apple to modify and write to these system files [7]. To do that, I had to restart the computer in Recovery Mode once again and enter `csrutil disable` in the Terminal, then reboot it again.

### 3.2.1. Volatility for M1

For this project, we used our currently internal version of the Volatility framework v2.6.1, which contains many fixes and new additions so that the framework can support the ARM64 architecture and M1 analysis.

New profiles for M1 kernels were necessary to get Volatility working. Volatility works by being able to reconstruct the state of the kernel at the time of acquisition, and profiles contain all the symbols and type information for a given kernel version. Volexity also kindly provided the necessary profiles necessary for this project.
Another requirement to get Volatility working was having a Volatility address space for ARM64. Address spaces support emulating the memory management unit from the CPU and performing necessary address translation from virtual addresses to the physical offsets of the pages in the memory samples. Tsahi Zidenberg [30] added an ARM64 address space to his fork of Volatility, and that is currently being used as the basis for address translation under Volatility on M1.

Lastly, when using Volatility on macOS memory samples, it is necessary to provide the information for the kernel address space layout randomization (ASLR) shift and the physical offset of the kernel page tables (DTB), which change between each reboot of the machine. Thankfully, that information is also provided in a JSON file that Surge creates after it collects memory.

Other additions will be discussed later in the Memory Analysis Chapter and others in the Additional Contributions Chapter.
Chapter 4. Memory Analysis

The memory analysis for this research breaks down into two overlapping components: testing functions from the Objective-C API that are commonly abused by malware, and exploring the Rosetta 2 runtime for new analysis artifacts. The goal is to verify whether these API functions still work as expected and generate a curated set of memory samples that can be used to validate tests for Volatility plugins that need to be fixed or that will be developed.

4.1. Testing the Objective-C API

After getting the environment setup, the first step was to prepare the binaries that would be needed to gather our memory samples. The functions chosen in table 4.1. are all known to have been abused by malware found in the wild and were selected from the lists provided in the macOS malware papers that were discussed in 2.2. [16, 22]. The majority of them are .m Objective-C files, with two examples being compiled as .cpp C++ files.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>addGlobalMonitorForEventsMatchingMask</td>
<td>Keylogging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSEvent</td>
<td>Monitoring devices (keyboard, mouse, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGEventTapCreate</td>
<td>Keylogging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGEventTapEnable</td>
<td>Keylogging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSTask::launch</td>
<td>Allows running executables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSAppleScript</td>
<td>Run scripts and data gathering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSCreateObjectFileImageFromMemory</td>
<td>Memory-only execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSPasteboard</td>
<td>Clipboard monitoring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This list is by no means comprehensive and may be expanded at the analyst’s discretion, but it does cover different basic yet relevant use cases that have been reported [22]. All of the binaries were run one-at-a-time and individual memory samples were collected for each. The main idea is to make sure the programs load the classes/objects to memory so that they can be examined and extracted later. In between each sample, permissions for
the Terminal in System Preferences were reset on the M1 to check whether any system prompts would pop up. This will be particularly relevant in the case for the keyloggers. The following examples are grouped by category and are not presented in any particular order.

4.1.1. Keylogging

Keyloggers are a type of spyware, a class of software designed with the purpose of tracking a user’s activity without their knowledge, that specifically aim to log all of a user’s input to a device, usually a keyboard or mouse. While the keylogger runs in the background, it may write to a file that gets stored in a potentially inconspicuous location on the device and can be retrieved later by a malicious actor. Memory forensics is particularly powerful against malware of this nature as it is able to uncover any loaded classes as well as file descriptors related to each process.

One interesting finding is that, for both cases that will be discussed, a prompt popped up asking for Accessibility Permissions to be granted to the Terminal in order to run the programs.

![Figure 4.1. Terminal prompt requesting Acessibility Permissions.](image)

Since the permissions were reset between running each keylogger, both triggered this notification. However, if the Terminal app already has permission prior to running the
executable then it is possible to run the program without the user’s knowledge.

Four of the selected items from the list above were grouped into two programs and tested for their keylogging functionality.

- **NSEvent / addGlobalEventMonitor**

  **NSEvent** is a class that is a part of Apple’s AppKit framework, which provides multiple objects for event-driven interactions with user interfaces. One of those objects is **addGlobalEventMonitor** which creates an event object that is capable of monitoring user keystrokes outside the main keylogger process.

  Written in Objective-c, this simple keylogger doesn’t output to a file. It mainly uses the event monitor to redirect the input – which can already be seen printed in the terminal – back to the terminal one at a time.

![Figure 4.2. Volatility - globaleventhandler running on the command line](image)

One thing that was added to this example was a check for the Accessibility Permissions. It was interesting to note that, if the permissions for the Terminal were disabled, the program would still run but the event monitor was not able to capture the input. In the end the only memory sample taken was that of the event monitor running with accessibility permissions enabled, but it could potentially be interesting to do a comparison of the
executable with permissions disabled.

While it has been previously possible to enumerate all Objective-C classes in memory on an Intel machine, this capability is still not available for the M1 and only limited analysis of that nature can be done here. However, we can still verify that the program can be found in memory as well and have it dumped for further manual analysis.

Figure 4.3. Volatility output showing the globalhandler keylogger and oahd running in memory in the process list

Figure 4.4. Volatility output showing the globaleventhandler binary dumped from memory

- **CGEventTapCreate / CGEventTapEnable**

  CGEventTapCreate and CGEventTapEnable are both methods from Apple's CoreGraphics framework. tapCreate allows for an event tap to be created, and if successful, tapEnable enables that tap to be accessed. The taps allow access to events when a user manipulates an input device such as a keyboard or mouse.

  For this example, we used a proof of concept keylogger written by Casey Scarborough [27] that is written in C and that was able to compile and run after a few minor modifications. This specific example will actually output to a file that will be stored on disk. One of the modifications necessary was the location of the logfile because the original path was at /var/log/keystroke.log, and /var is one of the directories protected by SIP. At the time this keylogger was tested, SIP was still enabled on the M1 and would not let the process make any modifications to the logfile, so the program would error out. However, after changing the logfile location, the program was able to run without further problems.

  The next step was to collect the memory sample and verify that we can find the original binary in memory as well as the log file. As you can see, Volatility successfully detected the
Figure 4.5. Error thrown when the program tried to open the logfile created under SIP protected path.

Figure 4.6. CGEventTap Keylogger Running

Figure 4.7. CGEventTap Keylogger Logfile

running executables and their file descriptors pointing to the logfile in memory, as well as the Rosetta dynamic library.
4.1.2. Launching Executables

Launching executables is another important vector that we need to pay attention to. It is a common technique for malware to use downloaders as an initial infection vector, which check their running environment for information before doing anything else. An example of this is Proton.B malware for macOS X, which uses NSTask Launch (discussed next) to launch a bash process to check whether its persistence mechanism has been installed and executed [25]. A common goal for malicious software is to launch a subprocess that has some degree of control over the system and can easily return system-related information.

- NSTask::launch

NSTask is a class from Apple’s Foundation Framework, which provides access to system-related objects and tools. In this case, an NSTask object represents a subprocess of the current process. By providing it with a path to the target subprocess and the required arguments, it is fairly straightforward to run and control the desired program.

For this example, you can see the output of the `mac_pstree` plugin, which lists all the parent-child process trees in the memory dump being analyzed.

The program I wrote uses NSTask to launch `/bin/sleep`, which can be seen listed as a child process for `nstask_updated_sleep`. 
NSAppleScript

Another way of getting system info on macOS is by using AppleScript. It is a scripting language developed by Apple and allows the user to directly control and automate scriptable macOS applications by interfacing with application event messages [6]. While our example is much simpler, AppleScript makes it possible to interact with the file system, send text messages through iMessage, launch scripts including with the `sh` shell, gather volume info, and so on.

Figure 4.11. Volatility - `mac_proc_maps` output showing references to AOT files and AppleScript libraries
4.1.3. Memory-Only Execution

Memory-only is a particularly interesting and sophisticated attack vector as it does not leave any trace of the malware in the file system. This means that the only way a memory-only executable or artifact can be detected or recovered is through memory forensics. The idea behind a malware using memory-only execution is to reduce the chances of it being detected by loading executables, libraries, or bundles from memory as opposed to directly from disk [3].

- **NSCreateObjectFileImageFromMemory**

  **NSCreateObjectFileImageFromMemory** is one of the most common ways to load code from memory on a macOS [3]. In this example, the executable opens an existing file on disk, gets its file size and maps it into memory, then **NSCreateObjectFileImageFromMemory** loads it into that mapped address. The one restriction encountered was that the program being loaded by **NSCreateObjectFileImageFromMemory** has to be some kind of Apple Bundle, e.g. compiled as a .app file.

```
rmettig@cyber15 bin % ./nscreateobjmem
Open file...
Getting file size.
Mapping file in memory...
Done.
Create object in memory...
DEBUG -- loadAddress = 0x108c52000, st_size = 16480
Program is successfully running in memory only at address 0x108c52000
```

Figure 4.12. Example of **NSCreateObjectFileImageFromMemory** running in the Terminal with the address

```
rmettig@cyber15 volatility % python vol.py --profile=MacMonterey.12.6.21C52_arn64_182181arn64
-`sf` --shift=568819712 --pdb=344999395584 mac_proc_maps --pid=99841
Volatility Foundation Volatility Framework 2.6.1
PID Name [Start End] Perms Map Name
[snip] nscreateobjmem 0x0000010000c85200 0x00000100c57000 r-- Data/Users/rmettig/Desktop/mi_raphaela/test_functions/bin/bundle
```

Figure 4.13. Volatility - **NSCreateObjectFileImageFromMemory** mapping of the bundle.app executable in the same address listed by the program

As you can see by the figures, the **mac_proc_maps** plugin that shows the memory map-
pings of a process, in this case our test program using `NSCreateObjectFileImageFromMemory`, lists the bundle.app executable that is loaded in the program we ran exactly at the same address that is output into the Terminal. Not listed in the figure, `mac_proc_maps` also shows multiple references to the test program AOT files, as well as the Rosetta 2 libraries like in the previous example for AppleScript.

4.1.4. Clipboard Monitoring/Copying

Clipboard monitoring is another tactic generally associated with spyware and malware attempting to steal information. An example for this is when dealing with cryptocurrency wallet addresses. Since it is common practice by users to copy and paste wallet addresses, this API can be used to monitor the user’s pasteboard for any wallet addresses that show up and either modify its contents or collect that information [2].

- **NSPasteboard**

  `NSPasteboard` is a server that is shared by all running apps on macOS. Part of AppKit, the `NSPasteboard` objects are the only way applications can communicate with the pasteboard server, and it is used for actions such as copy/paste and communication between apps. The sample application we wrote for NSPasteboard writes a string `Hello World` to the clipboard from the program and then reveals the string to the terminal output.

![Image of NSPasteboard output](image)

**Figure 4.14. Example of NSPasteboard running in the Terminal.**

In the figures for this example we can see process being dumped by the early fix of the `mac_procdump` plugin and having that be examined for strings, which give the analyst a decent idea of what the executable is doing.
4.2. Memory Analysis of Rosetta 2

After Rosetta 2 is first installed, the prompt asking for the user’s permission will not show up again the next time we try to run an Intel binary. This is important to note because if Rosetta is already installed in the system then an Intel program can be launched in the background without the user’s knowledge, especially if the required permissions are already in place. We modified the NSTask example used in section 4.1.2 to launch the `addGlobalEventMonitor` keylogger from section 4.1.1 to test this, and not only did it work but the keylogger subprocess persisted after the calling program finished executing and had to be killed separately.

As shown in the previous section, these Intel binaries had little-to-no difficulty in being executed and performing functions associated with malicious behavior. Granted that APIs and functionalities are not only neither inherently good or bad, but they provide necessary tools needed for applications to work properly in a system. It is important to be able to
detect them and leave it to an experienced analyst to determine whether the behavior is okay and should be allowed, whether it is malicious and needs to be blocked, or whether it is unclear and it needs to be flagged. In the event that the case is the latter, manual
analysis of those binaries may be necessary which warrants tools such as Volatility to be able to properly carve out the necessary data from memory and reinforces the need for support of the newer architectures such as M1’s ARM64.

For example, here we can see what the `/var/db/oah` directory containing the AOT files looks like after SIP has been disabled. All of the AOT files for the Intel-based binaries that were ran are listed in there.

```
ls -lt | head -20
```

```
-rw-r-xr-x 3 _oahd_oahd 96 Mar 16 19:10 2ace4e90c8aa377f8f47954996d6a5d8335a083b492f9e88f3c10c45b9ed27757
-rw-r-xr-x 3 _oahd_oahd 96 Mar 16 19:00 922ae701442527f3f391d000a125333cba8b6f2a2dd0e00cd5621979e6c77fe1bed
-rw-r-xr-x 3 _oahd_oahd 96 Mar 16 19:00 9a894674cf177c427d181c8949e0c8c13558bed2ed38c68d524768e98c83af
-rw-r-xr-x 3 _oahd_oahd 96 Mar 16 19:06 129adfd197b2bf1ca64ca32188d17e7e9e5e6ab27972966c1456aa88eae6cf
-rw-r-xr-x 3 _oahd_oahd 96 Mar 16 19:06 9f9e28034f08e71808865b48388affbcb28e9fd873d28d2a9ec2cd98cde4f688
-rw-r-xr-x 3 _oahd_oahd 96 Mar 16 16:18 1177992b40595e762dc8f7c27fd5c7a1a4836c6b0f2ca2b51626b6229527fa
```

Figure 4.19. `/var/db/oah` directory listing all the AOT files.

If you notice in the figure of the `oah` directory, even the `/bin/sleep` subprocess from section 4.1.2 got its own AOT file, meaning the Intel version was run. This is interesting because it serves as an indicator that the program ran. We don’t know whether there are native M1 versions of these binaries from the `/bin/` available or whether an Intel process would be able to call an ARM64 subprocess. Further investigation would be required to determine that.

Generally speaking, SIP will be enabled by default, making it impossible to access this directory without a reboot. At that point you would lose any and all information that was contained in RAM if the device is rebooted and would probably have to rely exclusively on disk or potentially network forensics to identify indicators of compromise. However, we have already established in section 4.1.3. why this could be a problem. In the case of the programs that were run to obtain the test memory samples, those binaries were innocuous and did not perform any malicious activity, but it is not uncommon for malware to try to
erases its presence on the system or to try to defeat live analysis and reverse engineering methods.

The good news is that, if the Intel binary and its Rosetta process, a.k.a. the AOT file, are still loaded in memory, they can both be extracted for analysis even when SIP is enabled. Memory forensics is the only way to recover the AOT files for an Intel-based memory-only process when SIP is enabled. For this reason, we have modified the mac_procdump plugin for M1 to dump both the Intel process as well as its respective AOT file from memory.

![Figure 4.20. Modification to mac_procdump plugin to dump the original Intel binary and its AOT file.](image)

Lastly, we have also found that even if the original binary is deleted, the AOT file will persist in the oah directory and can be used as an indicator that the Intel binary ran in the system.
Chapter 5. Additional Contributions

It takes a village to get support for a new architecture added to Volatility. The base goal is to ensure that analysts doing memory forensics have the same set of tools available for the M1.

5.1. Parallel Efforts

The research presented so far is one branch of a larger effort being done in collaboration with other researchers from our lab. These contributions include continuous fixes to the Volatility 2 plugins for M1 MacOS, which requires checking for errors or anomalies in the plugin outputs when analyzing samples. We ran all of the plugins that are currently available for Intel mac analysis against an M1 sample to see what broke or not. We found issues such as empty files being carved from memory, files being carved at the wrong address, library and other file paths missing from the output, and much more. So slowly but surely each plugin is getting fixed one at a time. There have also been new plugins developed specifically for the M1, considering the new changes to its environment such as Rosetta 2. On top of that, other efforts analyzed how difficult it would be to run known Intel malware on the M1 and evaluated which security controls would be triggered, how many of them would have to be disabled for the malware to run, and whether it had the intended effects or not. More details on these efforts will be published separately from this paper.
Chapter 6. Conclusion and Future Work

While there were many contributions presented in this work, there is still also much ground to cover both in this area of memory forensics research and documenting M1 internals and the Rosetta 2 runtime.

6.1. Conclusion

Malware threats are becoming more sophisticated by the day, and it is important for analysis tools that are used in the event of an incident be capable of handling a wide variety of platforms. With Apple’s introduction of the M1, which is based on the ARM64 architecture, research has to be done in order to better understand how to add support to those architectures for tools like the Volatility Framework. This work aimed to accomplish that in a few different ways. First, by determining any changes to the normal procedure of doing memory forensics, such as understanding which tools are currently supported and how does the environment need to be setup for acquiring memory samples and running Volatility. Second, by testing the Objective-C API for Intel binaries on ARM, which is commonly abused by malware. This part also resulted in a set of curated memory samples that can be used for validation testing Volatility plugins being developed or that need to be fixed. Third, an analysis was done of the Rosetta 2 environment to better understand new potential forensic artifacts that can be extracted through memory analysis. Lastly, the shared efforts introduced multiple fixes to Volatility 2 plugins to add support to the M1 while examining the possibility of preexisting macOS malware being able to run on the M1 because of Rosetta.

6.2. Future Work

Like previously mentioned, there is still much work to be done. So far most of the research presented in this work aims to understand the changes introduced by the M1. Even though there are a few new Volatility plugins such as mac_rossetta and new updates
introduced to existing plugins such as `mac_procdump` that are now able to dump both the Intel binaries and their respective AOT files on the M1, most of the remaining mac plugins have yet to be updated to support the new architecture. Lastly, there is still much unknown about the Rosetta 2 runtime and how it could be targeted as an attack surface or what other kinds of forensic artifacts can be recovered from it.
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